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Abstract: Computing queries from derived relations,
optimizing queries from a group of queries, and updating
materialized views are important databaseproblems and
have attracted much attention. One thing common to these
problems is their demand to quickly solve the implication
problem -- given two predicates and or, can imply or
(oQ+or)? The implication problem has been solved by
converting it into a satisfiability problem. Basedon a graph
representation,a detailed study of the general implication
problem on its own is presentedin this paper. We proved
that the general implication problem, in which all six comparison operators: =, f, c, >, I, 1, as well as conjunctions
and disjunctions are allowed, is NP-hard. In the casewhen
“f” operatorsare not allowed in and disjunctions are not
allowed in oT, a polynomial time algorithm is proposed to
solve this restricted implication problem. The influence of
the “#” operator and disjunctions are studied. Our theoretical results show that for some special casesthe polynomial
complexity algorithm can solve the implication problem
which allows the “#” operator or disjunctions in the predicates. Necessary conditions for detecting when the “#”
operator and disjunctions are allowed are also given.
Theseresults are very useful in creating heuristic methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of querying fragments of relations is of
fundamental importance in many database applications.
This problem is known as the derivubilify problem and can
be formally defined as follows. Given a query Q and a set
of d stored fragments T,, Tz, . . . ,Td, can the query Q be
computed from these d fragments? The fragments could
be, for example, a set of temporaries in a distributed database system or a set of prestored main memory query
results. If Q and T, , T,, . . . .Tdare formed by selections

and joins, then Q and T,, T,, . . 9 ,Td are reducible to
Boolean expressions, i.e. predicates. In this case, the
derivability problem becomesthe implication problem.
In the databasecommunity, the derivability problem
has gained much attention, especially in the area of
distribute databasesystems,where the communication cost
is a major concern. The derivability problem has been
studied in the past [ll, [21,[12], [133.However, no efficient
method has been obtained. As pointed out by Jarke and
Koch [5], there seemsto have no coherent theory in this
area yet. It is known that for Projection-Selection-Join
(PSJ)expressions(expressionsin which the operationsonly
involve project, select, join, and Cartesian product), the
derivability entails processingimplication [2].
Several other databaseapplications also require the
processing of predicates implication. The performance of
global optimization protocols for global query optimization
proposed by Finkelstein and Sellis [ 11, [l l] is greatly
dependent on the efficiency of processing predicates
implication. The views in relational database which are
physically stored are called materiulized views. When a
relational databaseis updated, it has to determine which
materialized views have to be updated.The finding of these
materialized views also requires implication processing
[13],[14]. In a horizontally partitioned databasesystem,as
indicated in [9], [lo], implications between predicates are
relevant to the determination of accesses to candidate
fragments. The new query optimization approachesusing
the page-query and page-node structures to retain the
results of some queries as an aid in processing subsequent
queries rely on processing implications on the prestored
results [6],[7],[8]. Several problems in database design
including accesspaths, consistency of integrity constraints,
and distribution of data can all be treated as predicates
implication problem [ 121.
and 0, be predicates with variables
tit
The implication problem is traditionally
x1.x2,
solved in the form of sutisfubility problem through the follow equivalenceequation [l], [2], [12], [131.
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Here and throughout, we use v, 1~and -, to represent logic
OR, AND, and NOT operations, respectively. Also, “G+~
and “=” denote “if and only if” and “equivalence”, respectively. If each of
and or is a conjunction of one or two
variable comparisons, consists of n variables (or attributes in databaseterm), and or consists of k comparisons
(q-=B1/\B2/\...
/\B,), then (1.1) can be rewritten as:
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From (1.2), the problem of solving one implication
problem becomes the solving of k sutisfrabilify problems.
Rosenkrantzand Hunt [3] have shown that if the “#‘I operator iS not allowed in
the time Complexity for each
satisfiability problem,
for E&k), is O(n3). Therefore, the time complexity for the implication problem
shown in (1.2) is O(n3k).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, -ve
introduce the basic concept and somedefinitions and terminologies of the implication problem. The implication problem is modeled as a weighted directed graph. In Section III,
we prove that the general implication problem
is
NP-hard. Consequently, we prove that the derivability
problem is NP-hard. Section IV presentsan O(n3+k) time
complexity algorithm for the restricted implication problem
in which the predicates consist of a conjunction of one or
two attribute comparisonsand does not contain the “2”
operator. Necessary conditions for solving the general
implication problem when “f” comparisonsare allowed in
or disjunctions are allowed in or are developed in Section V. Using these conditions, we show that in some special casesthe polynomial complexity algorithm can solve
the general implication problem. Results presentedin Section V are useful in creating heuristic methods.Due to page
limitation, detailed proof of theorems is ignored in this
short paper and will be presentedin the full paper.
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II. DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGIES
Based on Rosenkrantz and Hunt in [33, a weighted
directed graph structure is used to model the implication
problem. This section gives definitions and terminologies
used in this paper. Some terminologies defined in [33 are
repeatedhere.
Definition 1: A logic expression
implies another
logic eXpreSSiOn oT (
ok ) if and only if every assignment that maps into the true statementalso mapsor into
the true statement.
If the logic expressions and or representthe selection condition of a general PSJ query, then the above
definition means that oQ+or if and only if every tuple
obtained by evaluating
can be obtained by evaluating
oQ
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OT.
Definition 2: A logic expression
is satisfiable if
there exists an assignmentthat maps into the true statement. The problem of checking if a logic expression is
satisfiableis called the satisjability problem.
In databaseall attributes belong to some countable
domains. Thus, all attributes in a database can be considered to have a subsetof integers as their domain. In the
following discussionswe assumethat all attributes have the
set of all integers as their domains, although, as will be
shown later, this assumptionof unbounded domains can be
removed with no effect on the computational complexity.
A comparison operator is one of the following six
and W2”.
operators: W&1,,tgc”,,,<,l, WI”, W>11,
Definition 3: A comparison is a simple comparison if
it involves no more than two attributes and is in one of the
following comparison forms:
1. A single-attribute simple comparison
oQ

oQ

c attribute > c comparisonoperator > c constantexpression>
c constantexpression> < comparison operator > e attribute >
2.

A double-attributed simple comparison

< attribute > < comparisonoperator > c attribute >
+ c constant expression>
< attribute > + c constantexpression >
c comparisonoperator z=< attribute >
In Definition 3, the constant expression is an arithmetic expression consisting of constants,where a constant
can be a zero, a negative integer, or a positive integer. In
the following discussions, in addition to those numerical
values we shall use a, b, c, d, and e to represent constants
and all other variables are attributes. The following five
examplesare simple comparisons:
yI-3
x>y+c
W#V
272x
x < y + (c-l).
Definition 4: A logic expression is called a conjuncrive mixed predicate if it is a conjunction of simple comparisons.
Definition 5: A predicate with no “z” operator
involved is referred to as an unequal-free predicate.
Definition 6: A conjunctive mixed predicate is said to
be normalized if it contains only “I” comparisons. A conjunctive mixed predicate is said to be seminormalized if it
contains only ‘2” and “z” comparisons.
The following lemma is useful in establishing the
relationship between thesepredicatesdefined above.
Lemma 1: Any conjunctive unequal-free mixed
predicate can be converted, in linear time, into an
equivalent normalized predicate, and any conjunctive
mixed predicate can be converted, in linear time, into an
equivalent seminormalizedpredicate.

Proof: A conjunctive unequal-free mixed predicate
may involve five different comparison operators: “=“, “c”,
“<” “>“, and “2”. We have to show that theseoperatorscan
be iewritten using the “I” operator and conjunctions. For
the case of double-attribute simple expression, the following equivalencerelations are always true.
[x < y + c] = [x I y + (c-l)]
[x>y+c]rLySx+(-c-l)]
[X=y+C]E[(X~y+C)A(yIX+(-C))]
[x2y+c]‘[y~x+(-c)]

The equivalence relations can be similarly derived for the
caseof single-attribute simple expression. By induction on
the number of simple comparisons, any conjunctive
unequal-free mixed predicate can be converted into a seminormalized predicate in linear time. Since the “#” operator
cannot be expressedin terms of “I” and conjunctions, any
conjunctive mixed predicate can be converted into a seminormalized predicate in linear time. n
Because a normalized predicate consists of the “I”
operator only, it can be representedas a weighted digraph,
where nodes represent attributes and directed edges
represent “I” comparisons. In other words, each node in
the digraph representsan attribute in the predicate, and a
directed edge from node x to node y with weight c
representsthe predicatex<y+c. A special node labelled “0”
is used for single-attribute predicates. Note that a node
may have multiple edges if the corresponding attribute is
involved in many predicates. The edge constructed by the
comparison x < y+c is referred to as edge x 5 y+c. The
weight of a path (or a cycle) in a directed graph is the accumulated sum of the weights of those edgesconstituting the
path (or cycle).
Definition 7: An implication problem (oQ+oT?) is
called a restricted implication problem if
is a conjunctive unequal-free mixed predicate and or is a conjunctive
mixed predicate.
From Definition 6, a restricted implication problem
(oQ+oT?) has a normalized predicate (TQand a seminormalized predicate or. The next section will prove that the
general implication problem is NP-hard. Then in Section
IV, we propose an efficient algorithm for solving the restricted implication problem.
(JQ

Proof: The following Boolean satisfiability problem
1151 is known to be NP-hard. “Given m clauses
Cl,C2, * * * ,c,, where Ci = (XiiVXizV ’ “vxi,) for llilm
involving IZBoolean variables x1,x2. . . . ,x,,, the question of
whether the formula C,nC,/\. . . rC,,, is satisfiable is NPcomplete”. We prove this theorem by showing that the
Boolean satisfiability problem can be reduced polynomially
to the implication problem with disjunctions allowed in or.
Given a Boolean formula C,rC,/\ . . . rC,,, with
Boolean variables x1,x2, . * . ,x,, the following two stepsare
usedto reduce the formula.
(1) Choose a Boolean variable x,+~ such that x,+~ 4
(XlrXZ,- . . ,x.1. Thus, C,I\~,A* * *PC,,,is satisfiable if
and only if C,~C,A. . *K,,J\x,+~is satisfiable.
(2) Replace each Boolean variable xi by a simple comparison Ui< vi. 4, the complement Of xi, is replacedby
7 ( ui I Vi).
We denote the clause Ci, with the Boolean variables
replaced, by Ri. Since there is no dependenceamong the
variables, and by choosing different values of Ui and vi, we
CZUIget each simple comparison ui 5 vi to be true or false.
Thus, we have

is satisfiableif and only if
R,l\R,/\.

. ’ mmP(“i+l s vi+l 1

(3.1)

is satisfiable. (3.1) is satisfiable if and only if
(h+l s vi+l H4

la

Zv* * ’ \hRm)

is not true [lo]. Note that each 7 Ri is a conjunctive mixed
predicate. The satisfiability of each 7 Ri can be checked in
polynomial time [33. If for some i, --, Ri is unsatisfiable,
then the 7 Ri is removed from the implication problem. If
all Ri’S (for i=1.2. . *. ,m) have been removed, then the
implication is not true and we are done. In this way, the
Boolean variable satisfiability problem is reduced to the
implication problem. Thus, if disjunctions are allowed in
or, the implication problem is NP-hard. H
Theorem 2: If the “z” operator is allowed in
the
implication problem (Q-K+?) is NP-hard.
Proof: We show that the satisfiability problem of
conjunctive mixed predicates with “#” operators allowed
can be solved by the implication problem
with
By Rosenkrantz and Hunt [33
“#” operatorsdlowd in
the former is NP-hard, so the latter is also NP-hard.
Suppose that we have a seminormalized predicate
o=A ,/vl 2A * . . /vl,, where Ai’S (for i=1,2, . . . ,n) are simple
comparisons with the “z” operator. The satisfiability of o
can be checkedby the following steps.
(1) If one of the Ai’s is unsatisfiable, then o is
unsatisfiable.
(2) Assume that we are given a seminormalized selection
A and a simple comparison Ai. If both A and Ai are
satisfiable,then A+A, is not true if and only if 7 A,/~
is satisfiable. The satisfiability problem can be solved
oQ,

(oQ+oT?)

III. THE GENERAL IMPLICATION

PROBLEM

oQ.

A general implication problem (oQ+or?) have two
predicates and or which may involve six comparison
operators: “=“, “#“, “<“, “<“, “>“, and “z” as well as conjunctions and disjunctions. We shall prove that the general
implication problem is NP-hard. This leads to a conclusion
that the more general problem, the derivability problem, is
NP-hard.
Theorem 1: If disjunctions are allowed in or, the
implication problem
is NP-hard.
(TQ

(oQ+o,?)
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by checking the implication problem basedon the following procedure.
A:=A,

(0,).

cQ

for i = 2 to n do
if A-+&
is not true then A := A/~i
else return(o is unsatisfiable);
return(o is satisfiable);

oQ+

(oQ)

Step (1) can be solved in linear time, Step (2) is actually the solving of the implication problem n-l times.
Since the satisfiability problem involving the “+” operator
is known to be NP-hard [3], the implication problem is
NP-hard. n
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 show that the general
implication problem is NR-hard. As the general implication
problem is a special caseof the derivability problem, by the
lower bound property we have the following result.
Corollary 1: The derivability problem is NP-hard.
In the next section, we shall show that if “#” comand disjunctions are not
parisons are not allowed in
allowed in or. this restricted implication problem can be
efficiently solved.
oQ

IV. THE RESTRICTED IMPLICATION

no negative Cycle in G
Thus, the negative cycle must
contain the edge (v I u - c - 1). This implies the existence
of a path in G(o,) from node u to node v with weight less
thanorequaltoc. n
Lemma 3: For any normalized predicate and any
simple comparison u f v+c,
(Uf v + c) if and only if
one of the following conditions occurs:
(1) There is a path in G
from node u to node v
with weight less than or equal to c -1,
(2) There is a path in G(oQ) from node V to node U
with weight less than or equal to (-c -1).
Proof: By mathematiclogic [lo],

This section considers the restricted implication problem (oQ-+oT ?) in which oQ is a conjunctive unequal-free
mixed predicate and or is a conjunctive mixed predicate.
and or are
Note that according to Definition 6,
expressed in normalized predicate and seminormalized
predicate, respectively. Let G(oQ) be the corresponding
weighted digraphs of
We assumethat no multiple edges
exist between two nodes in G(oQ). If there were multiple
edges,the graph constructing algorithm will only keep the
edge with the smallest weight and remove all other edges.
Furthermore, both and oT are assumedsatisfiable.Determination of the satisfiability of a normalized predicate is
statedin Theorem 3 which is due to Rosenkrantzand Hunt
[31.
Theorem 3: For any normalized predicate
is
unsatisfiable if and only if there is a negative cycle in
G (0~).
Lemma 2: For any normalized predicate
u I v + c if and only if there is a path in G(oQ) from
node u to node v with weight less than or equal to c.
Proof: Since
and u I v+c are satisfiable, by
mathematicallogic [lo],
(u 5 v + c) if and only if
oQ

oQ.

oQ

v+c-l)!wQ

oQ

u-c)mQ,

u-c)mQ).
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Here 0 representsan empty set or the logical expressionis
unsatisfiable. By Theorem 3, +u Iv
is
unsatisfiable if and only if there exists a negative cycle in
the
(v 5 u - c Note
that
graph
of
(v I u - c - 1) r -(u 5 v + c). Since is satisfiable, there is
+c)/yrQ

1)/u,.

bQ
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1)/~GQ+B~)A

4%[VXl, - * * ,X,(OQ+~I)~~~X,.
mfx ~~..J,(~,+~k)l

oQ

oQ+

-,(u<v+c)MQ=0

By (4.2) and Lemma 2, the “if’ part is trivial. Here
= Id, then
we examine the “only if’ part. If+ <
+ UI WC. By Lemma 2, the condition (1) is proven.
If (v s
where (v < u-c)+u 5 v+c-1), is
satisfiable,then, by Lemma 2, there is a path from node v to
node u with weight less than or equal to (-c-l) in
G ((v I
This path cannot contain the edgev I u-c;
otherwise, there is a negative cycle in G(oQ) which contradicts with the fact that is satisfiable. Thus, the condition (2) is proven. n
Lemma 4: For any normalized predicate and any
~mino~ddd
predicate oT,
oT if and only if for any
simple comparison u < v+c (or 1(# v+c) in oT, u 5 v+c (or
u z v+c) is implied by
Proof: tit
oT consist of n variables and
O,=B,/\8,A** *&, where Bi’S are simple comparisons,the
following equivalence holds:
oQ
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(rp,

oQ+-,u#v+c

* * *~~@&)I
” ’ J&Q--&)]/\'

’(4.3)

This is true if or is a conjunctive mixed predicate and
is in any form. If oQ is a normalized predicate and or is
a seminormalized predicate, this lemma is proven by the
aboveequivalence. n
Theorem 4 is a direct result of Lemma 2, Lemma 3,
and Lemma 4.
Theorem 4: For any normalized predicate oQ and any
seminormalized predicate or, oQ+or if and only if for any
simple comparison u I v+c in or, there is a path in G (0,)
from node u to node v with weight less than or equal to c,
and for any simple comparison u f v+c in oT, one of the following conditions occurs:
(1) There is a path in G (0,) from node u to node v
with weight less than or equal to c-l,
oQ

(2) There is a path in G(oQ) from node v to node u
with weight less than or equal to (-c-I).
Now we are ready to presentan algorithm to the solution of the restricted implication problem. The input to this
algorithm, RESTRICTED-IMPLICATION-CHECK,
is a
seminormalizedpredicate or and the graph of a normalized
predicate . The output of this algorithm is YES if
og+or; otherwise, the output is NO.
oQ

(OQ),

(op).

((TQ)

oQ.

(0,)

oQ,

(OQ)

> (-c-l),

then return(N0).
return(YES).

We denote the number of comparisonsof oi by Ei and
denote the number of attributes in oi by Vi for i=T,Q. Here
is greater than or equal to the number of edgesin G
and VQ+l is equal to the number of nodes (vertices) in
including the node labelled “0”.
G
S1 is a quick scan to eliminate some caseswhere the
implication is trivially unsatisfied. Its complexity is
O(VTVQ). Floyd’s algorithm which can be found in most
graph algorithm books ([4], for example) is usedto find the
weight of the shortest path for each pair of nodes. The
complexity of S2 is O(Vi). If a negative cycle is found,
then is unsatisfiable (Theorem 3) and the implication is
true. The complexity of S3 is O(&). The complexity of S4
is also O(Er). Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is
O(&+V$).
For VQa and &=k the complexity of the algorithm is O(n3+k) which is significantly less than O(n3k) if
the problem is solved basedon the satisfiability problem. If
we assumethat & I V& which iS almost always true in real
cases,then the complexity of the algorithm is O(n3). Based
on Lemma 1, Theorem 4, and the above discussions, we
have the following main result.
Theorem 5: The restricted implication problem
(oQ+or?) can be solved in O(n3+k), where n is the number
of attributes in
and k is the number of comparisons in
oT*
EQ

oQ

(op),

Algorithm RESTRICTED-IMPLICATION-CHECK
Sl:
If an attribute u appearsin or, but u is not a node
in G
then return(N0).
s2: Using Floyd’s Algorithm to find the weight of the
shortestpath for eachpair of nodesin G
If a negative cycle is found in running Floyd’s
algorithm, then return(YES).
s3: For each comparison u S v+c in or., check the
result obtained in S2.
If the shortestpath from node u to node v in
has its path weight greater than c,
G
then return(N0).
s4:
For each comparison u f v+c in or
If there is a shortestpath from node u to node
v in G (oQ)with its path weight > c-l
and there is a shortestpath from node v
to node uin G
with its path weight
s5:

In order to simplify the proof, we have assumedthat
the domain of each attribute is the set of all integers. In
fact, this assumption is unnecessary. The algorithm
presented above can be used for attributes having a set of
consecutiveintegers, either bounded or unbounded,as their
domain. The only thing we need to do is to modify the
prediCat.B or and
by adding the domain constraints into
the graph G(oQ). Let xi be the attribute appearing in (TT
with domain [ar,bi] for l<i<n. If some of the X(‘Sdo not
appearin G
then the implication does not hold. Otherwise, we begin adding edges.For eachxi, by the restriction
Ui<xi I 6r in the following ways. If br is finite, we add an
edge from node Xi to node 0 with weight bi into G (or). If Ui
is finite, we add an edge from node 0 to nodexi with weight
for each
-Ui into G (or). Similarly, we add edgesinto G
Since the algorithm presented
attribute appearing in
above can solve the restricted implication problem on
predicateswith unbounded domains based on the modified
graph , the restricted implication problem with attributes
having boundeddomains is readily solved.
Now let’s consider some applications of the proposed
RESTRICTED-IMPLICATION-CHECK
algorithm. Consider the following frequently asked database question.
Given a group of fragment predicatesor,, art , * * . , or, and
does there exist an i (IS&d) such
one query predicate
that oQ+ori is true? In the above algorithm, we only run
Floyd’s algorithm to find the shortest path of each pair of
nodes in G(oQ). For each comparison in or we simply
compare their offset with the weight of the shortestpath in
G(oQ). This property makes the algorithm much more
efficient for the solution of the above question. If predicate
on has 4 comparisons for i=l, . .* ,d, then instead of

(oQ)

(0,)

oQ

oQ
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O((&.)n3) time complexity obtained by solving the probi=l

lem by satisfiability, the algorithm we proposedreducesthe
time complexity t0 O(n3+$f)*
i=l

In the case when disjunctions are used in
(OQ~~Q,V*~-VOP,,
where
are conjunctive unequalfree mixed predicates), the proposed algorithm can still be
applied. Disjunctions in can be handled by showing that
the implication is true if any of the
(for lsjjld) in
is
true. If each hasn attributes, then the time complexity is
O(d(n3+k)), where k is the number of comparisons in or.
However, if conjunctions are used instead of disjunctions,
the corresponding time complexity
i.e.,
OQ~OQ,A***MQ~,
will be increasedto O((dn)3+k).
Another important feature of the proposed algorithm
is the ability to allow the “#” Operator in or. It is known
that the “#” operator makes the satisfiabilty problem very
difficult to solve [3] should it occur in the predicates.However, as indicated in Lemma 3, our proposed algorithm
doesallow the occurrenceof the “*” operator in or.
In the next section, we shall show that in some special
cases,our proposed algorithm can solve the general implioQ

oQj’s

oQ

oQ,‘s

oQj

oQ

cation problem in which “#” Operators are used in
disjunctions are usedin or.

bQ

or

V. THE INFLUENCE OF # OPERATORS
AND DISJUNCTIONS

G((x I y + c’- 1)~). Similarly, we assumethatp, contains the edge (x I y + ~‘-1). Furthermore, we assumethat
in the path p2, the weight from node u to nodex is a and the
weight from node y to node v is d. The relation of these
nodesand paths is shown in Figure 1.

c in

In this section we show that the “+” operator in
sometimehave no influence on the implication problem. In
this case,the “z” comparison can be ignored. The influence
Of disjunctions in or iS dS0 studied.
Theorem 6: Let o be a normalized predicate. If
(x # y + C’)POis satisfiable and ((x # y + c’)M)+(u I v + c),
then o+(u I v + c + 1).
Proof: Since
oQ

(x # y + c’) I ((x 5 y + c’ - l)qy s x - c’ - 1))

we have
((x # y + C’)M)= ((x I y + c’ - lPis)bfy5 x - c’ - l/D))
Consider the following three cases.
(1) If (x 5 y + c’ - ~)/a is unsatisfiable, then
b-h(X

5y +c’-

1).

where-,(x<y+c’-l)=yIx-c’.
Since(x#y+c’)/~
is satisfiable, we must have (y <x - c’ - 1)/o
satisfiableand
((y sx -c’- l)l\o)-+(U 5 v+c).
Thus,

Figure 1. The graph representationof
the paths in Theorem 6.

(0,5x-c’)/\0)+(uIv+c+1).
Becauseo+(y IX - c’), it follows that o = (y I x - C’)/KJand
o+(u Iv + c + 1).
(2) If (y 5 x - C’ - 1)&r is unsatisfiable, then
o-ho) <x-c’-

l),

(3)

b+d>a+c’-l+d

By a similar

where +SX-c’-l)r(xsy+c’).
argument as (l), we have
o+(u

Ifo+(u<v+c)
is true, theno+(uIv+c+l)is
true
and we are done. If O+(U I v + c) is not true, we have the
following inequalities:

a+e> b-c’-l+e

< v + c + 1).

If both (JSX-c’-1)~
satisfiable,then

and (xly+c’-1)~

b+d> b-c’-l+e
are

u+e>u+c’-l+d

Subsequently,we have

((y<x-c’-l)/Kr)+(u<v+c)

u-b< - c’

and

u-b> - c’
((xIy+c’-l)iw)+4Iv+c)

By Lemma 2 there exists a path p1 from u to v with
weight less than or equal to c in the weighted digraph
G ((y 5 x - c’ - 1)~). If p1 does not contain the edge
(y 5 x - C’ - t), by Lemma 3 we have O+(U 5 v + c) and the
theorem is proved. Now we assume that p1 contains the
edge (y 5 x - C’ - I). Furthermore., we assume that in the
path pl, the weight from node u to node y is b and the
weight from nodex to node v is e. By the samereason there
exists a path p2 from u to v with weight less than or equal to
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e-d< c’
e-d2 c’

Thus, we obtain b-ax

and e-d=c’ which result in
have u+e I c + 1.
Thus there is a path from u to v with weight less than or
equal to c+l in G(o). By Lemma 2 we have

u+e=u+c’+d.

0+4~v+c+l).

Since u+c’ - 1 + d I c, we

n

Theorem 6 can be generalized to seminormalized
predicate+containing more than one “+” comparisons.

Corollary 2: If
E (01/\a2) iS satisfiable and
o-+(u 5 v + c), where o1 is a conjunction of m “+” simple
comparisons and o2 is a normalized predicate, then
02+(u<v+c+m).
Proof: This proof is done by induction on the number
of “z” comparisonsin o1 and using the result of Theorem 6.
bQ

n

has a negative cycle (seeFigure 2). This contradicts the
assumptionthat is satisfiable. If the path p doesnot containtheedgev<u-c-1,then
(TQ

oQ

oQ-+(v~u-c-2).

Thus we have
proved. n

(7(U

IV

+ c)MQ)~QQ,

and oQ+or,

is

From Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and Corollary 2, we have
the following result.
Corollary 3: If CJQ
P (0,~~) is satisfiable and oQ-xJ~,
where ol is a conjunction of m ‘I#” simple comparisons,o2
is a normalized predicate, and or is a seminormalized
predicate,the following hold:
(1) For any simple comparison u < v+c in or,
cs2+(u 4 v+c+m),

(2) For any simple comparison x f y+c’ in or,
02-3(x Sy+c’+m-1) or 02+(y Ix-c’+m-1).
Corollary 3 may be used to solved a general implication problem (oQ+or?) when the “#” operator is involved
in the predicate
We can first process (o+or?). For
each simple comparison u < v+c in or, if 02-+(u I v+c) then
u < v+c can be removed from or. If o2 does not imply
u 5 v + c + m, then the implication (oQ+or?) is not true.
For each simple comparisonx # y+c’ in oT. we have a similar statementfor x I y+c’-I or y 5 x-c’-I. In this way if the
above conditions are satisfied, without processing the “#I’
comparisonsin
the implication problem (oQ+oT?) can
be solved. Based on this result, heuristic methods can be
created.
Now we turn to the case when disjunctions are
allowed in or in the general implication problem
(oQ+or?). Here we assumethat the OQis a satisfiablenormalized predicate, or, and or1 are satisfiable seminormalized predicates,and oT I (or, vo,,).
Theorem
7:
If
~T,-+-T(U<V+C+l)
and
oQ+(or,~(or~/\~ I v + c)), then CTQ+(U
s v + C)or oQ+or,.
Proof: Since cFQ+(cST,V((JT,I\L(
<v + c)), by mathematical logic [lo], we have
(TQ.

(TQ,

(-t(UlV +C)MQ)+OT,.

Figure 2. The graph representationof
the paths in Theorem 7.
Since or, +(u I v + c + 1) is equivalent to having a
negative cycle with weight less than -1 (Lemma 2) in
G(+,/‘(u 5 v + c)) . Theorem 7 can be restated in the following form.
Theorem 7’: If G((IT~/<u s v + c)) has a cycle with
weight less than -1 and
5 v + c))), then
or
Iv + c).
Theorem 7 shows that to solve the implication problem oQ+(orlmrZ), we can do preprocessing on or1 and
oTz. we first find all the simple comparisonsU 5 V+C in (TT1
such that or,++
I v+c+l) is true. Then we find all the
simple comparisons d 5 v’+d in UT2 such that
oT,+(u’ < v’+c’+l) is true. If oQ+or2 is true, we are done
and the implication oQ+(or,v~,,) is true. If oQ+or2 is not
true, then
< v + c) must be true for all the comparisons found above. Otherwise, the implication oQ+(oT~vGT,)
is not true. Similar argumentscan be stated for or, and all
the comparisonsu’ I v’+c’ found above. Thus, in theseconditions, the implication problem oQ+(or,\~r~) cm be
solved without processing the disjunctions in or. The following corollary is a direct result of Theorem 7’.
zv+c) if and only if
Corollary 4:
oQ+(oT1v(oT2/\(u

oQ+oT,

oQ+(u

oQ+(u

If +u 5 v +

c)/\oe

is unsatisfiable,then
<v+c)

oQ-+(u

and we are done. If +u 5 v +
OT,+(u

c)/oQ

is satisfiable,Since

5 v + c + I),

where-+<v+c+l)=(v<u-c-2)and
(‘(u < v +

oQ+(u

oQ~(u~v+c-l)oroQj(v~u-c-l).
c)/6Q)+(TT,,

we have
(T(U 5 v + c)/lo,)+(v

5 u - c - 2).

There is a path p from v to u with weight less than or equal
to (-c-2) in the weighted graph G (+ I v +
If the
path p contains the edge +u < v + c) = (v I u - c - 1). then
c)/oQ).
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Proof: Since (u f v + c) I ((u < v + c - l)v(v I u-c-l)),
the “if” part is trivial.
Since (u 5 v + c - l)l\(v I u - c - 1) forms a cycle with
weight -2, the “only if” part follows from Theorem 7’. w
Note that by Lemma 2, Corollary 4 is equivalent to
Lemma 3. In other words, Corollary 4 is another proof for
Lemma 3.

Boulder, Colorado, (August 1985).

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has addressedthe problem of solving the
implication problem (oc+or?) which is frequently used in
many databaseapplications. A general implication problem
involves “=“, “z”, “<“, “I”, “>“, “2” comparison operators,
and conjunctions and disjunctions among predicates. We
have proven that the general implication problem is NPhard. For the restricted implication problem in which the
“#” operator is not allowed in
and disjunction is not
allOWedin or, we proposed an O(k+n3), where k is the
number of comparisons in or and n is the number of attributes in
algorithm to solve the problem. The proposed
algorithm is much efficient than the traditionally usedalgorithm which hascomplexity O(n3k).
For the general implication problem, we have shown
that in some conditions which the “#” operator is allowed
or disjunctions are allowed in or, the problem can
in
still be solved using the algorithm proposedin Section IV.
These necessaryconditions stated in Section V are useful
in creating heuristic methods for solving general implication problems.
oQ

oQ,
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